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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a new method suitable for modelling multiple discontinuities within a
finite element. The architecture of the proposed method is similar to that of the phantom
node method (which is equivalent to XFEM with Heaviside enrichment), and the solution
of it is equivalent to local remeshing within the cracked element. The new method shows
several advantages over the phantom node method, such as avoiding errors in the mapping
of the crack geometry from the physical to the natural space and avoiding performing inte-
grations over only part of an element. Compared to remeshing, the proposed method
enables the representation of discontinuities through relatively closed FE codes (such as
user-defined elements) without modifying the initial mesh and geometry, thus making it
computationally more efficient. Additionally, the proposed method is particularly suited
for modelling weak and cohesive discontinuities and for the representation of complex
crack networks; it can model multiple plies and interfaces of a composite laminate, and
both matrix crack and delamination, within a user-defined element; the information is
shared between the plies and interfaces within such an element, allowing the direct imple-
mentation of interactive mechanisms. Verification examples show that the floating node
method can predict stress intensity factors and crack propagation accurately. An applica-
tion example shows that the proposed method can predict well the transition from matrix
cracking to delamination and the subsequent saturation of matrix crack density in a c
ross-ply laminate.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With advantages such as light weight, high strength, and strong fatigue and corrosion resistance over traditional metallic
materials, fibre-reinforced composite materials are becoming increasingly popular in industrial applications. However, the
progressive failure of composites often involves several interacting damage mechanisms across different plies and interfaces
of the laminate, which often lead to complex fracture paths [1–3]. Despite decades of research, the high-fidelity prediction of
the progressive damage and failure of composites is still a challenging problem. The accurate simulation of the damage accu-
mulation in simple cross-ply laminates [4,5] is already shown to be difficult [6].
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Nomenclature

Latin characters
a crack length
Að�jÞ crack area, stored in the dataset of edge j
AW;ACT crack area in the crack wake and the crack tip elements, respectively
b thickness, distance between cracks
B strain–displacement matrix of a finite element
D constitutive tensor
E ið Þ Young’s modulus ðof the direction i; i ¼ 1;2;3Þ
Edge array which contains the global indices of the edges of an element
f body force per unit volume
fDOFD=j array of internal/shared (on edge j) floating DoF of an element
F internal force vector at the crack tip
G ijð Þ shear modulus ðin the plane ij; ij ¼ 12;23;13Þ
GI;GII mode I, mode II energy release rates
GIc;GIIc mode I, mode II critical energy release rates
H Heaviside function
ielem global index of an element
J Jacobian matrix of a finite element
K stiffness matrix of a finite element
K I;K II mode I, mode II stress intensity factors
K Ic;K IIc mode I, mode II critical stress intensity factors
‘W; ‘CT crack length in the crack wake and crack tip elements, respectively
L length
n �j
� �

normal of the crack surface, stored in the dataset of edge j
nW ;nL number of elements in the width and length directions, respectively
N shape function matrix of a finite element
Nedge number of edges in an element
NfDOFD=j

number of internal/shared ðon edge jÞ floating DoF of an element
Nnode number of nodes in an element
Node array of the global indices of the nodes of an element
NrDOF number of real DoF in an element
q nodal displacement vector of a finite element
qi displacement vector of the node i
Q nodal force vector of a finite element
rDOF array of real DoF in an element
S shear strength for matrix cracking
t traction on the material boundary
u displacement vector of a point
v test function
W width
W;CT crack wake and crack tip elements, respectively
R; T refinement and transition elements, respectively
x physical coordinates of a point
xCXc

nodal coordinates of the cohesive element on CXc

xX nodal coordinates of the finite element on X
Y t transverse tensile strength

Greek characters
� strain; user-defined non-positive number
� strain tensor
�f

2 transverse failure strain of a composite lamina
�� average strain in the domain
CX boundary of a physical domain
CXc surface of a cohesive crack
CN boundary of an integration domain
CNc integration domain for CXc

lðjÞ edge status variable for edge j
m Poisson’s ratio
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